Abstract. In this paper we define a class of torsion-free connections on the total space of the (co-)tangent bundle over a base-manifold with a connection and for which tangent spaces to the fibers are parallel. Each tangent space to a fiber is flat for these connections and the canonical projection from the (co-)tangent bundle to the base manifold is totally geodesic. In particular cases the connection is metric with signature (n,n) or symplectic and admits a single parallel totally isotropic tangent n-plane.
Introduction
The classification of holonomy is far from being complete by today. In the semi-riemannian case and neutral signature there is little known beside the results of the paper [BBI] . In this paper in particular the candidates for indecomposable torsion-free holonomy of signature (2, 2) are listed. Metrics are constructed for the case where the holonomy admits two totally isotropic and complementary invariant spaces but there was no construction yet for metrics for the holonomy groups admitting a single totally isotropic invariant space. T. Leistner and A. Galaev constructed for all but one of these missing cases metrics. The construction in this paper gives a general answer for all the missing cases in signature (2, 2). The construction works not only for signature (n, n) giving holomies admitting a single totally isotropic invariant n-plane. In the general context of torsion-free connections, the construction gives a lot of examples of manifolds with a torsion-free connection such that the holonomy admits a single invariant subspace with given dimension and fixed holonomy representation sub-and dual quotient representation. The construction can be generalized to other vector bundles. We recall the general results but omit the proofs of these which will be accessible in another paper concerning the general construction.
Definitions

Fibered spaces.
Notations. Let B be a (finite-dimensional) 
Examples.
• The first example we will consider is the case M = T B equipped with the connection∇ =∇.
• We will consider also the case M = T * B (equipped with the dual connection∇ =∇ * of∇).
Recall that for a section ξ of T * B and sectionsX,Y ,Ž of T B we have:
and
A section X of T M is said to be π-related to a sectionX of
. For a proof of the latter statement see [S] or [Be] chapter 9.
Let V be the "vertical" distribution:
A section of T M is clearly vertical if and only if it is π-related to the null section of T B.
Note that from the preceding follows:
• [X, V ] is vertical if V is vertical and the section X of T M π-related to some sectionX of T B.
To the connection∇ corresponds a unique "horizontal" distribution H with the following properties:
can be seen as a section of the fiber bundle (M, π, B) over the curve σ.
The connection∇ allows to derive sections over a curve and to define parallel transport τ σ along the curve σ by: τ σ (t, ξ) (for t ∈ [0, 1] and ξ ∈ F σ(0) ) is equal to X t ∈ F σ(t) where X verifies (∇σX) t = 0, ∀t ∈ [0, 1] and X 0 = ξ. The property H has to verify is: For every smooth curve
If, as in our case∇ is a linear connection, then H has to be "linear" in the following sense: τ σ (t, αξ + βξ ′ ) = ατ σ (t, ξ) + βτ σ (t, ξ ′ ) for all t ∈ [0, 1], α and β reals, ξ and ξ ′ two vectors of F σ(0) .
A section X of T M is said to be horizontal if ∀x ∈ M, X x ∈ H x . A section X of T M is said to be basic if it is horizontal and π-related to a section of T B.
Note that H[X, Y ] is basic if X and Y are basic. We will see later that V[X, Y ] is "tensorial" for X and Y basic i.e. it only depends on the value of X and Y on the corresponding point. We can identify
A simple fact is the following:
there is a unique vertical section V of T M which is constant along the fibers and such
We say that V is associated toV .
Linear vertical vector fields.
We will note End B (M ) the endomorphism fiber bundle of M over B. LetÂ be a section of
For b ∈ B and x ∈ F b , we can identify F b with T x F b by the mapping Id x defined to be the composition of the canonical isomorphism 
Definition 2. LetÂ be a a section of End B (M ). A vertical section A of T M is said to be linear along the fibers associated toÂ(or simply linear) if
A x = Id x (Â(x)).
(iv) [X, V ] is vertical and constant associated to∇XV ; (v) [X, A] is vertical and linear associated to∇XÂ; (vi) The horizontal component
3. A family of connections on the manifold M 3.1. Definition. We define a torsion-free connection D on the bundle T M by the following equalities:
For X, Y basic sections of T M and V, W constant vertical sections of T M :
with HD X Y basic π-related to∇XY and VD X Y linear associated to
Examples.
• M is the vector bundle T B equipped with the connection ∇ equal to∇ andΦ is chosen to be zero. The Levi-Civita-connection D corresponding to this pseudo-Riemannian structure has the following properties:
with HD X Y basic π-related to∇XY and VD X Y linear and
Proof of the proposition. Use the Koszul formula:
for any sections X, Y, Z of T M . Let now X, Y, Z be basic and U, V, W constant. Using proposition 3 it is easy to see that D V W, U = 0 and
We have also easily D V X, U = 0. D V X, Y = 0 follows from the fact that∇ is torsion-free. So D V X = 0.
For ξ ∈ T * B we have
From this follows that the horizontal part of D X Y is basic and π-related tǒ ∇XY .
where the latter equality follows from the first Bianchi identity for∇. As a consequence the vertical part of D X Y is linear and associated to the given section of End B (M ).
Remark 2. The connection defined in this section fits in the scheme described in section 3.1. We have:
We can endow M = T * B with an almost symplectic structure ω in the following way: For V, W vertical sections of T M associated toV ,Ŵ and X, Y basic sections of T M π-related toX,
It is an easy verification (using basic resp. constant vertical vector fields, the fact that∇ is torsion-free and applying the first Bianchi-identity forŘ) that dω = 0.
Proposition 5. The given almost symplectic structure is a symplectic structure.
Remark 3. It is an easy verification that the symplectic structure is simply the differential of the Liouville form on T * B and independent of the choice of the horizontal spaces.
The following statement makes explicit under which condition a connection D on the manifold M = T * B of the type discussed in this section preserves the symplectic structure:
Proposition 6. Let ω be a symplectic structure on the manifold M = T * B as fixed in this paragraph. A connection D of the type described in section 3.1 verifies Dω = 0 if and only if for any vertical constant vector field V and any basic vector fields X, Y, Z we have:
Proof. Make the condition Dω = 0 explicit using basic and vertical constant vector fields.
Proposition 7.Φ verifies the conditions of proposition 6 if and only if it is of the formΦ
. Other interesting structures on M = T * B are obtained forΦ =Φ t when t = 0 or t = −1.
Proof. Check thatΦ
Structures on T B.
For M = T B and t ∈ R, letΦ t := tΓ. One can consider as before the cases t = −1, t = 0, t = 1 etc. We will see later that may be the structure corresponding to t = 1 is most important.
After these examples we return to the general case.
3.4. Further properties. The curvature tensor R of the connection D can be characterized as follows:
Remark 4. Note that from
Proposition 9. For U, V vertical constant and X, Y, Z basic we have:
Corollary 10. In the case M = T * B equipped with the pseudo-riemannian structure of section 3.2.1 for U, V vertical constant and X, Y, Z basic we have:
(
NoteΨ := 1 2R +Φ Lemma 11. For U, V vertical constant, A linear and X, Y, Z basic we have:
Proposition 12. For U, V, W vertical constant and T, X, Y, Z basic we have: The parallel transport τ c along some closed curve c, such that c(0) = O π(c(0)) , can be decomposed as follows: Write c ′ for the curve t → O π(c(t)) . The preceding equations show that parallel transport of a vertical vector v ∈ V x (in x = c(0)) along c coincides with parallel transport of the vector v ∈ V O π(x) (with the identification V x ≃ V O π(x) ) along c ′ . From the equations one can also deduce that the horizontal part of parallel transport of a horizontal vector v along c is exactly parallel transport of v along c ′ .
Notec the path obtained by concatenating c and (c ′ ) −1 . τ c is the product τ c ′ • τc. As in the classical proof of the Ambrose-Singer theorem one can show that τc is generated by the (τ * γ R)(X, U ) where X is any horizontal vector in the origin c(0), U any vertical vector in the origin and γ any path from the origin to any point p between c ′ (t) and c(t) for any t.
Noteγ := π • γ. By proposition 9, (τ * γ R)(X, U )(Y ) is vertical associated to
3.7. More examples. Let B be a two dimensional manifold equipped with a torsion-free non flat connection∇. T * B equipped with the canonical pseudo-Riemannian metric of section 3.2.1 and its Levi-Civita connection D admits then the following holonomy algebra:
To see this, apply the discussion of section 3.6. The condition b = − t b follows from the fact that M is pseudo-Riemannian. It is clear that in dimension 2, b is necessarily a multiple of 0 1 −1 0 . It is enough to show that at least in one point of M , R(X, U ) is non vanishing. But this follows from the non flatness of∇.
Note that any connected subgroup of Gl(2, R) is a restricted holonomy group of a torsion-free connection∇ on a two dimensional manifold(see [K] ).
So we obtain for every candidate of indecomposable metric holonomy of signature (2,2) with a single totally isotropic invariant plane listed in [BBI] a corresponding metric.
Note J = 0 1 −1 0 ; K 2,λ := α γ 0 α λ ; α, γ ∈ R, α > 0 with λ ∈ R; K 2,∞ := 1 γ 0 α ; α, γ ∈ R, α > 0 ; K 3 := α γ 0 β ; α, β, γ ∈ R, α > 0, β > 0 ; K 4 := SL(2, R); K 5 := GL + (2, R); K 6 := α β −β α ; α, β ∈ R, α 2 + β 2 > 0 ; U 1 the connected group associated to the Lie algebra αA 0 0 −α t A ; α ∈ R with A = ( 1 1 0 1 ); U 2,λ the connected group associated to the Lie algebra αC 0 0 −α t C ; α ∈ R , with C = λ 1 −1 λ and λ ∈ R, λ ≥ 0; A the connected group associated to the Lie algebra 0 αJ 0 0 ; α ∈ R ; B the connected group associated to the Lie algebra For (B,∇) a locally symmetric space of dimension 2, Hol o (∇) is either SO 0 (2), SO 0 (1, 1) or {( 1 t 0 1 ) | t ∈ R}, and then T * B equipped with the preceding pseudo-riemannian metric is a locally symmetric space.
